
journey and is forced to make decisions,
deal with the consequences, and keep
moving,” she says. “I like that relentless
cascade of events. That headlong speed
keeps the story’s illusion afloat, keeps the
reader looking ahead and prevents him
from doubting or questioning what’s go-
ing on.”

Her 1999 novel If I Told You Once weaves
fairy-tale tropes into a saga that follows
four generations of mothers and daugh-
ters from the old world to the new. In an
eastern European “winter country,”
where timber wolves and bandits haunt
the black forest, where people endure
continuous pregnancies and hard labor,
Ilana, the first of nine children, is born
“feet first and blue,” half strangled by the
umbilical cord. “Later people said it was
an evil omen and I was destined for the
gallows….My mother, who had more right
than anyone to call me an evil omen, in-
stead declared that I was a lucky child,
twice blessed and twice stubborn, des-
tined to make my own way in the world.”

Such language has the familiar ring of
mythic prophecy. Soon, young Ilana is in
the woods alone. “The child-in-the-
woods scenario is one that’s familiar to all
readers,” Budnitz says. “You can rely on
readers’ ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ associa-
tions and not waste words on setting the
scene.”

At Harvard, the energetic Budnitz

wrote prolifically, often churning out
whole stories in one long day or night.
She also drew cartoons and illustrations
and made animated films, one of them
based on “Hershel,” her story about a man
who shapes, creates, and bakes babies,
o≠ering both a social commentary and a
metaphor for the creative process.

In fact, had it not been for Harvard’s in-
timate creative writing workshops, Bud-
nitz says she might have gone into illus-
tration or animation. Instead, novelist
Susan Dodd, for example, cured Budnitz’s
“overwriting” problem (“loving fancy
words and using every single one you can
think of”) by reading one of her pieces
aloud as an example of what not to do. “It
was kind of devastating,” Budnitz says
now, laughing, “but it made me stop and
rethink what I was doing.”

“She will forever be my shining exam-
ple of that student who comes in fully de-

veloped artistically and emotionally,” says
novelist Jill McCorkle, Budnitz’s thesis
adviser. “I knew with the first piece of
writing she ever turned in that she was
the real thing. Over the next couple of
years, all I did was say: ‘Do you have
more of this, Judy?’”

Those stories, and others written at the
Fine Arts Work Center residency in
Provincetown following her graduation,
make up her first collection, Flying Leap. It
appeared in 1998, the same year she
earned an M.F.A. in creative writing from
New York University. “I don’t know what
planet Budnitz comes from, but I’m
happy to have her,” wrote a Newsweek re-
viewer. “Flying Leap is a tremendous
debut—funny, dark, weird, adventurous,
slanted and enchanted.” The Ne w York
Times named it a Notable Book of the Year.

Budnitz has won grants from the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts and the
Lannan Foundation, has had many of her
stories anthologized, and has taught cre-
ative writing at Princeton and Brown.
Today, she and her husband, Je≠ Linnell (a
computer animator, coincidently), live
and work on the first floor of an old Vic-
torian house overlooking Duboce Park in
San Francisco. If she’s not reading, telling
herself she should start drawing again, or
teaching (sporadically), Budnitz is busy
with her second novel—and an infant
son, her own nice big American baby.
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“I like the fairy-tale
structure because it’s
all plot,” Budnitz says.
“I like that relentless
cascade of events.”

Wayles Brown asks whether

anyone can provide an exact

source and the precise wording

for a comment often attributed

to Oscar Wilde: “The trouble

with socialism is that it takes up too

many free evenings.”

Jessica Pierce asks whether anyone can

provide an exact source and the precise

wording for another comment often at-

tributed to Oscar Wilde: “Morality, like

art, means drawing a line someplace.”

Editor’s note: “Chapter and Verse,” which

first appeared in our July-August 1979

issue, has matched “lost words” and half-

remembered plots to their respective

authors and titles a gratifying number of

times, thanks to our readers—but many

other queries, including some of the

most lively and provocative, remain un-

sourced. In an effort to improve their

odds of identification, we plan to reprint

these as-yet-unattributed fragments, in

hopes that new readers—of this maga-

zine and on the Internet—can pin them

down.

�Who said of the winter wind, “Just lis-

ten to Old Betty Copperteeth!”?

�Who asserted, “It is the secret desire

of every slave to have a slave of his own”?

�Who referred to “communists break-

ing eggs for some great omelette of the

future”?

�Who wrote,“Young as the young nev-

er are—seasoned with summer…”?

�Who snipped that “the only

people who are always at their

best are invariably mediocre”?

(Many websites attribute this

judgment to Jean Giraudoux, but

fail to provide a precise source.)

�What was Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s

source for a quotation found in one of

her letters: “Let the sisters [sistrums?] be

brought and the harps”?

�Who wrote of “chariots of gold and

electrum”?

�Who declared that “God won’t ask us

whether we succeeded in business”?

�Who warned, “Planning is the substi-

tution of error for chance”?

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter

and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware

Street, Cambridge 02138, or via e-mail to

chapterandverse@harvardmag.com.

C h a p t e r &  V e r s e
Correspondence on not-so-famous lost words
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